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Newsletter
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE:

1st DREAM Trainees
Lectureship
The DREAM Trainees are
thrilled to announce that Dr.
Dale Abel, MD, PhD from the
University of Iowa will be
delivering our 1 st Annual
DREAM Trainees Lectureship
on Thursday August 30 th ,
2018 at noon.
Dr. Abel is a worldrenowned researcher in the
field of diabetes and its impact
on mitochondrial function and cardiac health. This
lecture is open to everyone and you won’t want to miss
it! Check next page for more info about the event.
Trainees are reminded that there will be a career
development lunch immediately following Dr. Abel’s
lecture.
During his visit Dr. Abel will also be meeting with
faculty, contact Jana Slaght (JSlaght@chrim.ca) for
availability.
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31st Annual Canadian Student Health
Research Forum, 2018
2
DREAM Trainees showcased their science and successfully
represented DREAM Research Group and CHRIM by bringing home
numerous awards.

MANITOBA POSTER COMPETITION
MMSF Award
Brittany Moyce

HSGSA Award
Stephanie Kereliuk

Dean of Medicine Award
Taylor Morriseau

Mitacs Award
Nivedita Seshadri

MMSF Award
Simone da Silva Rosa
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31st Annual Canadian Student Health
Research Forum, 2018
3
DREAM Trainees showcased their science and successfully
represented DREAM Research Group and CHRIM by bringing home
numerous awards.

CIHR NATIONAL POSTER
COMPETITION
Silver Award
Simone da Silva Rosa
Silver Award
Stephanie Kereliuk

Honourable Mention
Brittany Moyce
Silver Award
Nivedita Seshadri

MAJOR AWARDS
St. Boniface Hospital Research
Foundation - Cardiovascular Award
Wajihah Mughal
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Simone da Silva Rosa
Gold Award
DREAM Trainee Simone da Silva Rosa,
PhD student supervised by Dr. Joe
Gordon received 1st prize award during
the Annual Human Anatomy & Cell
Science Dept Research Day in June.

Kozeta Miliku
Paper Publication
Dr. Kozeta Miliku, DREAM Post Doctoral Fellow at Dr.
Azad’s lab has recently published a letter to the editor
at the ALLERGY European Journal.
Miliku, K., Azad M. B. (2018). Human milk oligosaccharide profiles and food
sensitization among infants in the CHILD study. European Journal of Allergy
and Clinical Immunology. Click here to read.
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It happened!
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Annual Canada
Day CHRIM BBQ
Thursday, June 28th 2018
was an awesome day to
celebrate Canada Day with
CHRIM members over a
barbecue lunch.
DREAM, DEVOTION & BoB
trainees, staffs and PIs were
all gathered for the Annual CHRIM BBQ BASH. All proceeds went to the Children's
Hospital Foundation. Already looking forward to next year’s BBQ!
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DREAM welcomes to our team
a new Post-Doctoral Fellow
from abroad!
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Dr. Charlotte Talbot
PI Dr. Vern Dolinsky
“I am French and I just completed my PhD in the Netherlands. My PhD
project was to investigate the impact of genetics, diet and weight loss on
HDL-mediated cholesterol efflux, to ultimately reduce cardiovascular
disease risk. I have now just moved to Winnipeg and will start working in Dr. Dolinsky's lab as a
post-doctoral fellow. My project aims to understand if specific microRNAs are associated with
gestational diabetes, as well as investigate the impact of SIRT3 deficiency in a knock out mouse
model.

DREAM Summer Students
DREAM is very proud of all summer students for their
hard work over the past 4 months. All trainees conducted
excellent research and highly contributed to the advance in
knowledge in various aspects in the field of diabetes. Trainees
were encouraged to present a research paper or share their
work in progress during DREAM Seminar Series, where they
did a great job, as shown in pictures below.
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DOHad Canada is looking for trainee
representatives in the province
7
of Manitoba!
DOHaD Canada has recently initiated the formation of a national trainee
committee and trainee network and are now looking for trainee representatives
in the province of Manitoba! Trainees working on DOHaD related research
projects and interested in being a trainee representative are encouraged to
contact the DREAM Trainees at dreamtrainees@chrim.ca for more
information.
For more information about DOHad, please
feel free to check their website here.
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Upcoming events:

Early Bird Registration: May 24-June 22, 2018
General Admission & Faculty: $150
Trainees: $100
Regular Registration: June 23-September 5, 2018
General Admission & Faculty: $200
Trainees: $150
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Click here to register
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Trainee Tips: PhD Stories - Part 3
9
This piece is part of a mini-series on avenues after the
PhD and is entirely based on my experiences, my readings,
and discussions I’ve had over the years.
by Laetitia Guillemette, PhD

Act #3: Health Canada job offer
How to apply for a position at Health Canada and
navigate a governmental interview process?
I’ve recently had the experience of
interviewing for a position in Health
Canada’s Bureau of Cardiology, Allergy
and Neurological Sciences. As I had next
to no idea how it was supposed to go, I
assume that it’s the case for most
students. Hopefully, my experience will
answer some questions you might have!
The job posting: I received the job
posting straight to my student email (the
one from my previous university – I didn’t
see this posting through UofM channels,
or any other channel for that matter)
(Lesson #9: Stay on top of your emails,
even from places you aren’t necessarily
involved with!). Admittedly this was a
new process; typically, postings are for
“candidate pools,” for which you must
pass a bunch of tests and interviews to

gain the privilege of having your name
among a limited pool of candidates that
may or may not be picked for a specific
position later. Using this typical process,
a candidate can easily wait between 6
and 15 months before starting a new
position. In my case, the posting was for
a specific position (not a pool) opened
only to future or new grads (at least
Master’s, PhD preferred), and we had to
send our cover letter and résumé to an
email instead of applying on the
centralized government job website. Of
note, I received the posting 10 days
before the due date of December 1st and
decided to apply because I had nothing
to lose except time (Lesson #10: Take
chances! You’ll never know how far they
can get you).
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The application: This process meant I
knew from the get-go that my résumé
and letter would be read by an actual
human instead of a keyword-searching
software. That’s a definite plus in any job
application but emphasized the
importance of spending time on both
documents and making sure they
conveyed a good image of me. An
extended-family member employed at
the federal level told me to go through
the recruiting process in the official
language I mastered best – French – as it
was more important to convey the best
version of me than to show I knew
English (Lesson #11: Reach out to your
network to get advice from anyone who
might have a remote idea of what you’re
going through. Even if they can’t help you
specifically, you’ll gain confidence in the
process).
Another of my concerns was to set
myself apart. I figured that with such an
“easy” application process, they would
get flooded with applications. Becoming
a real person in their mind when they
read my documents was my #1 focus. I
decided I would write a letter in my own
voice (not like every other cover letter on
the internet) and create a résumé
specifically for this job, editing out
irrelevant experience and explaining how

what I did was relevant (rather than
listing tasks and letting them figure out
how it made me a great fit).
The interview: My gamble worked
and mid-January, I received an email
asking me to fill out a Doodle with a
convenient time for a 30 min interview –
which I could do over the phone as I was
not in Ottawa. The interviews were all
happening over two weeks (yep, they did
receive a lot of applications!!) in early
February. They sent me the interview
questions 15 minutes before the start of
the interview (as they said they would
and apparently always do – Lesson #12:
Always show up early to your interviews,
so you get a maximum of preparation
time).
I had prepared for the usual questions
anyway, but this helped me select specific
examples to answer their actual
questions (Lesson #13: Be specific and
put yourself out there – not only does it
make the interview feel more like a
conversation than an interrogation, it also
helps you stand out in the interviewers’
mind…and memories). The aftermath:
They scheduled a second “informal
meeting/not-an-interview” phone call
(that definitely felt like an interview)
with the Bureau’s 4 managers in early
March, as the initial interview had been
11
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with the Bureau’s director and assistant
director. This second meeting was to
help the managers get to know the shortlisted candidates and possibly see which
one(s), personality-wise, fitted in which
of the 4 teams. Then again my only
relevant expertise for the Bureau was
cardiology, so I’m not sure exactly what
was the deal there… I prepared for that
call as I had for the first interview,
researching each of the 4 managers to
try and find shared interests and know
them a bit. Again, my main focus was on
letting them see my personality and
trying my best to be (positively)
remembered when they would discuss
who they wanted to hire among the
armloads of candidates they talked to.
The offer: Around the end of March,
they informed me that they were
planning to hire me. They explained the
process which mostly involved waiting
on my part (as well as getting my
fingerprints taken by the RCMP) for all
the governmental administrative
procedures to run their course. I was also
informed that as an outsider, it was my
only occasion to negotiate for a higher
starting salary if I wanted to, which of
course I did because again, worse case
scenario is to get the baseline salary. I
also asked for a later starting date (July)

than they suggested (mid-April), as I
wanted to defend my thesis before
starting this new chapter in my life.
(Lesson #14: Fellow women in science,
act confidently even if you don’t feel it! Ask
for more, explain/justify it, and hope for
the best. You only lose if you don’t ask for
anything).
Epilogue: I got the job. I got the later
start date (vacation time for me!). I even
got the higher starting salary! And while
the position is a term contract, that’s the
way the federal government works to
hire new people. People get their
contracts renewed until an existing
employee vacates a position (promotion,
department change, or retirement) or the
department gets the authorization to
create a new position (very rare). I don’t
know where I’ll be after this contract, but
in the meantime, I get to evaluate really
cool science and make recommendations
that have direct impacts on today’s
healthcare system. And after all, that’s
why I decided to do a PhD in the first
place…
Recap of lessons learned:
Act #1 (May 2018)
Lesson #1: Be nice to your network, it
works for you even when you don’t ask
them to!
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Lesson #2: Be open to and strategic
about interesting opportunities even if
they don’t fit your plan and/or might
seem to derail from your PhD, you never
know what might come out of them.

Lesson #8: Be persistent; PIs are
inundated by requests all the time. If
something’s important to you, show it.
Act #3 (July 218)
Lesson #9: Stay on top of your emails,
even from places you aren’t necessarily
super involved with

Lesson #3: Money is needed to eat and
sleep. Get yourself a lab that can pay
you; anything else is not worth your
energies, creativity, hard work, and years
of your life.

Lesson #10: Take chances! You’ll never
know how far they can get you.
Lesson #11: Reach out to your network
to get advice from anyone who might
have a remote idea of what you’re
applying to. Even if they can’t help you
specifically, worse case scenario is that
you’ll gain a bit more confidence in the
process…so you have nothing to lose

Lesson #4: For me, it paid to move to a
different institution and province for my
PhD. It expanded my professional
networks, helped my name escape the
local “bubble,” and created fertile
ground for new opportunities to emerge
– in the place I had left!

Lesson #12: Always show up early to
your interviews, so you get a maximum
of preparation time

Act #2 (June 2018)
Lesson #5: Post-doc offers take time. A
LOT of time. Plan ahead!

Lesson #13: Be specific and put yourself
out there – not only does it make the
interview feel more like a conversation
than an interrogation, but it also helps
you stand out in the interviewers’
mind…and memories

Lesson #6: You need money to survive,
so fellowships are good. You’re a lot
more attractive to PIs when they don’t
have to pay you, so fellowships are good.
Also, fellowships are objective proofs
that your writing gets you money, which
is a vital skill to get a position in
Academia – so fellowships are good.

Lesson #14: Fellow women in science,
act confidently even if you don’t feel it!
Ask for more, explain/justify it, and
hope for the best. You only lose if you
don’t ask for anything.

Lesson #7: Have a good idea of the
usual process of getting a post-doc so
you can make sure to hit the important
points.

By Laetitia Guillemette
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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE & NEWSLETTER EDITOR - CONTACT
Simone da Silva Rosa, PhD student
Human Anatomy and Cell Science Dep.
Children’s Hospital Research Institute of Manitoba
John Buhler Research Centre #641
715 McDermot Avenue, R3E 3P4
Winnipeg, MB - Canada
Phone: +1 (204) 480-1343
PI: Dr. Joe Gordon
Social Media: LinkedIn, Research Gate & Twitter
e-mail: dreamtrainees@chrim.ca

If you would like to share anything in the next issue
of this Newsletter, please don’t hesitate to email me at
dreamtrainees@chrim.ca

DREAM Trainee Executive Committee
*
*
*
*
*
*

Co-Chairs: Stephanie Kereliuk & Wajihah Mughal
Journal Club Coordinator: Brittany Moyce
Student Representative & Newsletter Editor: Simone da Silva Rosa
Trainee Development Coordinator: Matthew Martens
Cultural Coordinator: Taylor Morriseau
General Support: Nivedita Seshadri

Connect with us on Twitter @DREAM_trainees & #DREAMwpg
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